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This‘ invention relates to communication‘ sys 
tems and more particularl‘y'to" a system‘ in which 
a central‘ office" is' enabled to secure an‘ identi? 
catory response from an idle or unattended sub‘ 
scriber’s telephone by the use‘ of a predetermined 
code signal. 
‘It may happen that a telephone‘ subscriber 
away from his'own telephone and using, perhaps; 
a' pay‘ station instrument may wish to charge a‘ 

‘ toll call to his own home account. In such'cases' 
it is‘ customary’ in some instances~ for“ the" central 
o?ice- to' make an independent call to the sub 
scriber’s private number and thus" obtain‘ veri 
?cation‘ before completing‘ the call desired‘by the 
subscriber at the public-telephone. If n'o-answer‘ 
is- obtained‘ fromv the subscribers private tele 
phone the veri?cation cannot be made; I 

A- characterizing object of the invention‘ is‘ the 
provision of means whereby a predetermined sig 
nal sent from‘ one station to another will‘ auto‘ 
matically evoke‘ a responsive signal’ inv return 
which uniquely‘ and: predetermined'ly identi?es orv 
is characteristic of the second’ station. 

It‘ will be evident that although- the invention 
is'herein disclosed as pertaining to and embodied‘ 
in a wire telephone system it is'characteristically 
capable-of being employed with‘ and" embodied in 
any ‘system of communications, wherein electrical 
means are-used to transmit messages and where' 
in it is desired to‘ evoke from‘ a" distant station‘ 
an automatic response which‘ will identify the 
automatically responding station. , 
Other objects and. characteristic features: of 

the invention will appear from‘ the detailed‘ de‘-' 
scription below taken together'with the‘ append? 
ed" drawings in which 

Fig. 1’ is a“v diagram of a manual= telephone 
circuit showing one‘ embodiment-1 of thelinv‘ention 
for.‘ the use of. a one‘ subscriber‘private telephone 
connected to a‘ manual central! oi?ce'; 

Fig; 2iis azsimilar- diagram or another'embodie 
ment‘ of. the same, and. ' 

' Fig. 3. is» a variatedi diagram of- apart of. they 
arrangement shown in Fig} 27 to: illustrate the‘ 
scope of variability of the latter. 

In= carrying out theinvention- as herein.- shown 
and referring‘rnowl to Fig; I; there‘ is“ employed: 
the customary; manual central o?ic'e apparatus 
generally indicated by the letter A‘; t-he‘usuallsuki 
scrlber’s telephone‘ set" generally indicated‘ by‘ the 
letter'l’k;v and the novel auxiliary" apparatus gen 
erally‘ indicated by‘ the. letter C; 
The parts of the apparatus A and B' are old 

and‘well'known and will‘ not he further described 

or'particularized than necessaryto show‘th'e' ap 
plicati‘on' and connection‘ thereto of apparatus" 0“. 
In the embodiment shown in Fig. 1‘ the‘ cus 

tomary central‘ o?i'ce' ringing: contacts are shown‘ _7 

at It. When contact i'simad‘e‘ at H!" current from the battery 30 passes‘ through‘ the‘ wire W‘ to 

ground and operates therelay‘5u-permittingnng; 
ing pulses from the generators‘l‘ and'interrupter" 
H‘ to pass‘ as usual‘ over" the line‘ wires‘ H and 
42 to ‘the subscriber’s set'B“ and’ back‘ to ground. 1'0‘ 
If‘ there is no personal response from the‘ sub 
scrib'er’s set‘, the operator closes the contacts“ at‘. 
[2’ thus operating the" relay" 5|‘. The operator 
the'n actuates the dial‘ interrupter H" winch may 
be of any suitable‘ type‘, at the code‘ numlte'r' is‘ 
given by‘ the subscriber. The‘ resulting‘ Gilf?i’??‘ 
pulses are carried through the line wire‘ 42' to? 
the relay 52'. This relay is" thus energized the 
predetermined number of times. At each poise 
from H a pulse of current ?‘ows' from the‘ battery 20 
3‘! through the operating magnet 53' of the rotary 
selector 43‘. The selector‘ 43‘ having been- set to 
close- the circuit at, for example, thefourth pulse 
will. then bridge the resistance 85 across the line‘ 
wires 4] and 42‘. rllihis resistance is designed to 25" 
produce the same effect on the line circuit as 
though the latter were closed through the sub 
scriber’s setB by someone lifting. the receiver 
from the hook and‘. thus- the operator receivesia 
characteristic response by use of they code'nuin- 30 
her on th'e‘iht'errupter I]. This response isltake'n ' 
as identifying. the person making. the. original re 
quest which may then be complied" with. 
The actuation of; the relay 5‘2‘alsopermits cur 

rent. from the battery 323 to ?ow through the 35 
solenoid 54.v and lift the plunger 55' breaking the; 
contact at l3‘ and-lifting the". dasher of the dash- 
pct 56. The dash‘pot and the successive pulses 
of current keep the contact- at l3! broken. until-v 
after the predetermined number oi pulses 40 
operated the selector 43» and? sufficient time has’ 
elapseclto- allow the operatorto note the bridging. 
of the-line wires- 4-] and {12 by‘ the‘ resistance 80*.‘ 
When the“. pulses- cease, the stem. 55 sinks gradue 
ally into‘ the dash pot until‘ the contact at 13 45’ ’ 
is>reemadepwhereupon~the current from the hate 
tery 32 ?owsvtoioperate the resetting; magnet 51 
ot the selector 43,- The. selector is- standard ap~ 
paratus- and. well known in: the-art and.a so-isnot" 
here described in further details 7 _ 50" 
Inoperation the subscriber whose private home 

or office telephone is.;B- man be thought or as at: 
a public telephone‘ elsewhere and desirous”, of 
making. a'pay call- to’ some thirdnumber andiot 7 
charging the cost of the call to his own number 55" 
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at B. He calls the operator at A in the usual 
manner and states his desire and gives his secret 
code number, in this case the number “four”. 
The operator closes the contact at I0 and waits 
for a response and an authorization to make 
the charge from B. Receiving no answer, the 
operator opens the contact at I0 and closes that 
at I2 and operates the interrupter II to send 
four pulses. The above described process takes 
place and the operator receives the same signal 
from the line as though the receiver at B had 
been lifted. This response to the code number 
is taken as authority to make the charge. 
The above embodiment and description are 

applied to the case of a single party private line. 
Fig. 2 illustrates another embodiment of the in 
vention as applied to a four party line with the 
customary selective ringing installation. The 
customary apparatus for one of the four sub 
scribers is indicated generally by the letter K 
from which the party line wires MI and I42 lead 
to a central ‘station jack indicated generally by 
the number I20. The usual A. C. ringing gener 
ator I3I working through the biasing batteries 
I33 and I34 supplies combined alternating and 
direct current to the wires I44 and I45 and 
thence through apparatus to be described to the 
jack I20 and so to the line wires MI and I42. 
The usual operator’s set connected to the jack 

I20 is generally indicated at 0. 
Assuming that subscriber has the party letter 

K and the secret code signal GDP and that he 
is at a public telephone away from home and 
has asked the operator to make a pay call else 
where for him and has given the operator his 
home number to which to charge the pay call 
and his code signal by which to identify himself, 
thev operator, will call the subscriber’s private 
home telephone to receive con?rmatory authori 
ty to make the charge. If no reply is received, 

' _the operator closes the contacts II2 closing a 
circuit from the battery I 38 to actuate the re 
lays I5I and I50. Alternating current from the 
generator I3I and direct current from the bat 
tery I34 then ?ow through the wire I45 and the 

~ lower contacts of relay I5I. The alternating cur 
rent passes thence via condensers I9I and I93, 
lower contacts of relay I 50, jack I20, line wire 
I4I, condenser I94, relay winding I 55, line wire 
I42, tip side of jack I20, upper contacts of re 

ilay I50, condensers I92 and I90, and upper con 
tacts of relay I5I to ground. This current oper 
ates relay I55 closing a circuit for the direct 
current. The direct current passes from the 
lower contacts of relay I5I through inductive 

i-resistance I8I, relay windings I61, I68, I69, and 
I10, lower contacts of relay I50, jack I20, line 
wire I4I, button switch II6, contacts of relay 
I55 (closed now by the alternating current), and 
winding of relay I59 to ground. This current 
operates relay I59 and tends to operate polarized 
relays I61 and I68 but not polarized relays I69 
and I10. This actuation of relay I59 allows cur 
rent from battery I35 to pass via relay I59, line 
I42, jack I20, upper contacts of relay I50, wind 
ings of relays I63, I64, I65 and I66, inductive re 
sistance I80, and upper contacts of relay I5I to 
ground, thus tending to actuate polarized relays 
I63 and I64 but not polarized relays I65 and I66. 
Battery I32 is connected at one side to ground 
‘and at its other side to the leads of the windings 
of the two sets of relays I63, I64, I65, I66 and 
I61, I68, I69,VI10. Batteries I34 and I32 and 
windings I61, I68, and I59 are so balanced against 
each other that in the case now being considered 

2,045,146 
the combined effect of the two batteries is sur? 
cient to operate relay I68 but not relay I61. 
Also batteries I34, I32, and I35, resistance I82, 
and windings of relays I63 and I64 are so chosen 
that their combined e?ect will operate both re 
lays I53 and I64. Closing of relays I63, I64, and 
I68 closes a three branched circuit from battery 
I31, through lamps D, C, and F in parallel, and 
the contacts of relays I63, I64, and I68 in par 
allel to ground, thus lighting lamps CDF and 
con?rming the code identi?cation given by the 
subscriber. 
The alternating current ?rst traced out above 

will also pass via the windings of relays I56, I51 
and I58 as well as relay I55 from line wire I4I 
to line wire I42 and will operate these relays, but 
relay I60 is polarized against direct current from 
line wire I 4| and so will not operate, while the 
windings of relays I6I and I 62 are connected to 
line wire I 42 and together with relays I59 and 
I60 are wound not to be operated by battery I32 
alone. Hence in the instant case only relay I59 
of this group will be actuated and only sub 
scriber’s set K to which relay I59 is assumed to 
belong will respond with its characteristic identi 
?catory signal. 
The button switches H6, H1, H8, and H9 are 

included merely for convenience to enable the 
subscriber to dispense with this service if he so 
wishes. 
In analogous fashion the operation of key II2, 

I I3 or II4 will bring a unique response from the 
bank of signa1 lamps in each case. ' 
A code sign and its corresponding signal may 

be changed for any one subscriber by changing 
the resistance I82, I83, I84 or I85 as the case may 
be, by adding or removing a battery I35 or I36, 
by changing the relay I59, I60, I6I or I62 re 
spectively, by inverting the connections to the 
line wires MI and I 42, etc. In particular, Fig. 3 
illustrates twenty-four di?erent arrangements of 
the signal circuit closing relay with resistances 
of only two di?erent sizes available and with or 
without a battery. Thus a great variety of pos 
sible code signals is available for assignment to 
any one subscriber. 
Although the invention as herein shown is il 

lustrated as combined for use with a hand oper 
ated central station, it may obviously also be 
combined with the supervising operator’s posi 
tion of an automatically operating central sta 
tion since in no case is the construction or mode 
of operation of the central station involved. Fur 
thermore, the invention is not limited to applica 
tion to telephone systems but by suitable modi?ca 
tion in detail may be applied to any communi 
cation systems in which messages are transmit— 
ted electrically between two or more stations. 
The embodiments of the invention herein dis 

closed are obviously merely illustrative and may 
be modi?ed and departed from in many ways 
without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention as pointed out in and limited only 
by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a communications system, a ?rst station, 

a second station, electrical means to transmit a 
call signal from the ?rst station to the second 
station, and electrical means for transmitting 
messages therebetween, in combination with 
means at the ?rst station to transmit a predeter 
mined signal distinct from the call signal to the 
second station, and means at the second station 
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responsive only when the second station is idle to 75 
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the predetermined signal to return to the ?rst 
station a predetermined signal. 

2. In a communications system, a ?rst sta 
tion, a plurality of second stations, electrical 
means to transmit a call signal from the ?rst 
station to any second station, and electrical 
means for transmitting messages therebetween, 
in combination with means at the ?rst station to 
transmit a predetermined signal to any one of 
the second stations different from the call signal 
of that second station, and means at the particu 
lar second station responsive only when the sec 
ond station is idle to the predetermined signal to 
return to the ?rst station a predetermined sig 
nal. 

3. In a communications system, a ?rst station, 
a plurality of second stations, and electrical 
means for transmitting messages therebetween, 
in combination with means at the ?rst station 
to transmit to the second stations any one of 
a set of predetermined signals each uniquely 
pertaining to one second station, means at each 
second station responsive only to the signal per 
talning to that station to return to the ?rst sta 
tion a predetermined signal characteristic of the 
said particular second station, and means at the 
?rst station consisting of a plurality of lamps, 
operable by each predetermined return signal, to 
show a code characteristic of the said particular 
second station. 

4. In a telephone system, a central station, a 
subscriber’s station, electrical means at the cen 
tral station to transmit a call signal to the sub 
scriber’s station, and electrical means for trans 
mitting messages therebetween, in combination 
with means at the central station to transmit a 
predetermined signal different from the call sig 
nal to the subscriber’s station, and means at the 
subscriber’s station responsive only when the 
subscriber’s station is idle to the predetermined 
signal to return to the central station a predeter 
mined signal. 

5. In a telephone system, a central station, a 
plurality of subscriber’s stations, electrical means 
to transmit a call signal from the central station 
to anyone of the subscriber’s stations, and elec 
trical means for transmitting messages there 
between, in combination with means at the cen 
tral station to transmit a predetermined signal 
different from the call signal to any one of the 
subscriber's stations, and means at the particu 
lar subscriber’s station responsive only when the 
particular subscriber’s station is idle to the pre 
determined signal to return to the central sta 
tion a predetermined signal. 

6. In a telephone system, a central station, a 

3 
plurality of subscriber’s stations electrically con 
nected thereto, and electrical means for trans 
mitting messages therebetween, in combina 
tion with means at the central station to send 
simultaneously to several of the subscriber’s sta 
tions any one of a variety of electrical signals 
each of predetermined electrical characteristics, 
means at each of several of the subscriber’s sta 
tions responsive to and actuable by one and only 
one such signal to automatically return to the 
central station a responsive signal characteristi 
cally identifactory of the responsive subscriber’s 
station, and means at the central station consist 
ing of a plurality of lamps, operable by each pre 
determined return signal, to show a code char 
acteristic of the responsive subscriber’s station, 
no two subscriber’s stations being capable of re 
sponding simultaneously to the same such sig 
nal from the central station. 

7. In a telephone system, a central station, a 
subscriber’s station, and an electrical circuit 
connecting the same, in combination with means 
at the central station to send to the subscriber’s 
station an electrical signal of predetermined sign 
and character and comprising a direct current 
component and an alternating current com 
ponent, means at the subscriber’s station respon 
sive to and actuable only by the electrical sig 
nal of predetermined sign and character to re 
turn to the central o?ice a responsive electrical 
signal of predetermined sign and character, and. 
further means at the central station actuable 
only by the responsive signal to identify the sub 
scriber’s station responding. 

8. In a telephone system, a central of?ce and 
a plurality of subscriber’s stations electrically 
connected thereto, in combination with means 
at the central station to send simultaneously to 
a group of the subscriber’s stations any one of a 
variety of electrical signals each of predeter 
mined sign and character and comprising a di 
rect current component and an alternating cur 
rent component, means at each of several of the 
group of subscriber’s stations responsive to and 
actuable by one and only one of the variety of 
electrical signals to return to the central station 
a responsive electrical signal characteristic and 
identi?catory of the responding subscriber’s sta 
tion, and further means at the central station 
actuable by the responsive signal to give an in 
dication identifying the responding station, no 
two subscriber’s stations in any one group hav 
ing means responsive to the same signal. 

HOWARD T. JEANDRON. 
ADELBERT R. MORTON. 
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